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REVIEW ESSAY
Challenging the Masters:
Recent Studies on Slavery and Freedom
by CHRISTOPHER MORRIS 1
Born a Child of Freedom, Yet a Slave: Mechanisms of Control and
Strategies of Resistance in Antebellum South Carolina. By Norrece T.

Jones, Jr. (Hanover, NH: Wesleyan University Press, 1990. viii, 331
pp. Preface, introduction, illustrations, photographs, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00.)

Sweet Chariot: Slave Family and Household Structure in NineteenthCentury Louisiana. By Ann Patton Malone. (Chapel Hill: University

of North Carolina Press, 1992. xiv, 369 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, tables, figures, maps, illustrations, photographs, appendices, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)

Cultivation and Culture: Labor and the Shaping of Slave Life in the
Americas. Edited by Ira Berlin and Philip D. Morgan. (Charlottes-

ville: University Press of Virginia, 1993. viii, 388 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, tables, notes, contributors, index. $49.50,
cloth; $17.95, paper.)

Freedom: A Documentary History of Emancipation, 1861-1867, Series
I, Volume 3: The Wartime Genesis of Free Labor: The Lower South. Edited

by Ira Berlin, Thavolia Glymph, Steven F. Miller, Joseph P. Reidy,
Leslie S. Rowland, and Julie Saville. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990. xxxvii, 937 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction,
editorial method, symbols and abbreviations, index. $54.50.)

Historians are now seriously reconsidering the interpretation
of American slavery that emerged following the great burst of
scholarly energy devoted to the subject nearly two decades ago.
Some are doing so by illuminating in great detail crucial aspects of
1. Christopher Morris is assistant professor of history. University of Texas at Arlington.
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the institution previously given scant attention. Others are forthrightly challenging older characterizations of slavery and ambitiously proposing new and sweeping alternatives.
Norrece T. Jones is among the latter. Historians, he argues, too
often examine the system created by masters but ignore the slaves.
Conversely, others study how slaves dealt with that system but place
the masters in the background. Slavery, asserts Jones, if properly
understood “as a state of war,” must like any war be considered
within a context encompassing both combatants. Born a Child of
Freedom explores for South Carolina the dynamic interrelationship
between the slaves’struggle for freedom and the masters’struggle
“to capture the very souls of slaves” (p. 12).
Jones is at his best when discussing the slave family, which both
sheltered slaves from the worst effects of bondage and yet added to
the masters’ power. The threat of sale was a powerful weapon in the
arsenal of slaveowners. Writes Jones, “African-Americans’family
ties guaranteed and protected the property interest of the ruling
class” (p. 62). Similarly, when slaves succeeded in acquiring some
time of their own to hunt, fish, raise and market garden crops so as
to provide for their families, masters responded by cutting back on
provisions and incorporating the slaves’economy into the system.
Consequently, the internal economy gave the slaves more space of
their own but also worked, like families, “to draw blacks closer to
the Peculiar Institution” (p. 66). Even religion, though slaves rejected the preaching of whites, provided hope for delivery and a
hereafter, thereby serving the earthly interests of masters. This was
a war that only the masters could win.
Born a Child of Freedom provides a useful correction to a generation of scholarship that taught us what African Americans were
able to accomplish during bondage, but which sometimes seemed
to forget the cruel reality of slavery. Specifically, Jones addresses his
book to the work of Eugene D. Genovese and the notion that the
slaveholder’s ideology of paternalism mediated and softened relations between masters and bondspeople. Masters, Jones argues,
sought only to further their own interests, which meant winning
the war against the slaves, who for their part never internalized notions of paternalism but instead fashioned their own revolutionary
tradition. Paternalism, if it existed at all, was a sham.
Jones’s forthright assault on Genovese’s thesis of paternalism
weakens an otherwise outstanding volume. His criticisms have all
been made before, so they have the effect of prematurely dating
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the book. It is ironic, moreover, given Jones’s endeavor to place
masters and slaves within a single context, that he should challenge
the scholar who more than anyone else has done precisely that.
Most regrettably, the revisionist allows the older historian to set the
terms of the debate. Genovese sees a paternalistic compromise between masters and slaves; Jones sees war. “Every mode of behavior
antithetical to the ideal type desired and promoted by planters was
encouraged and advanced by blacks after hours” (p. 82). Yet all too
often the slaves’ behavior ultimately served the interests of the masters, though the slaves continued their actions nonetheless. This
was a strange war indeed. Similarly, though Jones discusses at some
length divisions within the slave ranks, by and large he argues that
slaves presented a united front. But his evidence hints at deeper divisions, between men and women and between individuals and the
group. He notes, for example, that large muscles may have indicated a man’s ability to complete assigned tasks quickly enough to
permit him to pursue his own interests “and that ability may very
well have raised a man’s eligibility in the eyes of women” (p. 95).
Here are the makings of a new and subtle reinterpretation of slavery, but Jones, his sights set on Genovese, does not pursue it.
Jones’s approach to the documentary evidence of slavery is,
not surprisingly, reminiscent of the scholars whose work he seeks to
revise. He draws largely from an impressionistic reading of wellworked manuscripts. A new understanding of slavery, however, may
well come from innovative research among previously unused
sources. Ann Patton Malone’s Sweet Chariot represents one of the
first published, quantitative studies of slave family and household
structure for the antebellum period. Drawing largely from probate
records compiled between 1810 and 1865, in particular from Louisiana estate inventories, partitions, and conveyances, she has reconstructed the family units of 155 slave plantation communities.
Analysis of that data leads her to several significant and even startling conclusions.
Remarkably, 73 percent of the slaves in Malone’s sample lived
in households that included at least one parent with children. Only
48.7 percent, however, lived in two-parent households. As Malone
demonstrates in a careful look at three plantations, sudden and
forced relocations, price booms and busts, and the death of a master followed by the conveyance of slaves to heirs regularly shattered
African-American households. Yet, there emerged a household life
cycle similar to that found among free rural populations, with a
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tendency over time toward nuclear families. With precision not
usually found in histories of American slavery, Malone details how
slave families were assaulted and how they endured.
Historians have long assumed that the physical demands of
cutting sugar cane encouraged among masters in Louisiana’s lower
parishes a preference for slave men in their late teens and twenties,
with predictable consequences for slave family life. In one of her
most significant discoveries, however, Malone finds that although
sugar plantations did indeed have high concentrations of single
male households, new cotton plantations along the Mississippi
River also had large numbers of solitaires, both male and female.
Indeed, she concludes that “work in sugar production did not foster greater instability and disorganization in slave household composition than did labor in cotton-producing parishes” (p. 60). The
crucial variable it would appear was not the particular crop but the
intensity with which it was raised.
Another significant finding by Malone concerns family structure and size of slaveholding. In general, solitaires were fewer and
nuclear families more common only on the very largest plantations, those with 100 or more slaves. Otherwise there was little difference in household patterns among slaveholdings of one to
ninety-nine people. Historians typically classify slaveholdings of
twenty or more as “plantations,” which in light of this study is a
meaningless categorization for any discussion of slave family and
household arrangements.
There are problems with Malone’s analysis. Her definition of
household is imprecise, and muddled all the more because she uses
it interchangeably with family. More troubling, she cannot really
know what the groupings of slaves in the probate inventories she examined indicate, who created them— masters or slaves— and why.
Also, she does not discuss marriages between men and women who
resided on different plantations, but presumes without investigation
that they were rare. If southern Louisiana plantations were exceptionally isolated, which may well have been the case, then Malone’s
presumption may be correct. If not, she has ignored or misclassified
an untold number of families.
Malone investigates one dimension of the slave experience:
family structure. The authors of Cultivation and Culture focus on another: the slaves’ struggle to possess their own labor. Slaves toiled in
two economies, Berlin and Morgan state in the introduction to the
volume. On one hand, the internal economy of the slaves, which
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flourished around their gardens and markets, provided slaves with
a sense of independence in addition to the material necessities for
existence often denied them by masters. It was a family affair that
created the basis of a gender division of labor and enabled parents
to provide for children, whose labor in turn proved essential to the
family’s endeavor. On the other hand, the masters’economy demanded that slaves labor not for themselves and their families but
for their owners. Thus, the two economies served competing interests, providing the basis for continual conflict and struggle. Masters
may have incorporated the slaves’economy into their own, nevertheless, having done so they always worked to contain it against the
slaves who sought to expand it.
The volume’s real value lies in the essays, which are generally
more sophisticated and subtle than the introduction suggests.
There are eleven in all, based on original research presented at a
1989 conference at the University of Maryland. Upon close reading
they began to read alike, but that at least had the effect of reinforcing one of the book’s main themes— the close comparability of
slavery around the Caribbean and the United States. The subtitle
of the volume, by the way, is misleading. Spanish- and Portuguesespeaking regions are not covered— except for brief mentions of Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Dominica— and so the book does not really
discuss “slave life in the Americas.” Still, the collective breadth of
the essays is impressive, although Florida historians will regret the
absence of an essay on their state. The clear patterns that emerge
from the papers help to destroy what remains of the assumption,
once widely held by scholars, that slavery in the United States differed fundamentally in quality and character from slavery elsewhere in the Americas. For example, slave gardens and markets—
known to have been a vital part of the Caribbean, particularly in Jamaica— were, we now know, very important in the United States as
well.
Around the Caribbean and across the lower South, these essays
show, slave labor and economy varied not according to national
borders, but with crop, geography, demography, technology,
knowledge, and skills of slaves and masters, all of which changed
over time. On pioneer plantations in peripheral regions slaves
worked closer to whites and were thus more familiar with masters
and masters with them. Routines were irregular, more unsettled,
providing more latitude for slaves who worked at a variety of tasks
besides planting. But work tended to be extremely arduous, espe-
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cially the tasks of draining, clearing, breaking new soil, and constructing buildings. In contrast, slaves in older plantation regions
labored in a more hierarchical and structured environment, at a
greater distance from whites. From Guadeloupe to Mississippi,
booms and busts in the staples market meant intensification of production and greater oppression of slaves. Only during periods of
economic stability were slaves able to reclaim some of their own labor. In sugar-producing regions, though men outnumbered
women, proportionately more women than men worked in field
gangs, largely because of the nonfield tasks— skilled work in particular— masters gave to men. (What, if anything, this may have
meant for the Louisiana slave families Malone studied in her book
one can only suppose.)
The contest over control of African-American labor did not
end with emancipation, as Ira Berlin and his associate editors point
out in the introduction to volume three of Freedom: A Documentary
History of Emancipation, drawn from the collections of the National
Archives. The Union army, which initially saw the people who
flocked to their lines as a burden and considered having them
transported to the North, away from the arena of war, soon had
them performing menial labor, waiting on officers, and, when demand for soldiers outstripped the supply of white volunteers, carrying rifles and marching into battle. “Loyal” southern landowners
and northern investors who leased abandoned plantations sought
them as cotton planters and pickers. Republican politicians, abolitionists, and missionaries wanted the chance to put them to work
for wages and thereby “teach” them to live on their own. The freed
people themselves had their own plans. They fought at every opportunity for independence, secured preferably through a freehold large enough to enable them to provide for their own
subsistence. The struggle to control African-American labor varied
from region to region, but everywhere it amounted to nothing less
than a contest over the meaning of freedom. Did it mean the right
to live as an independent producer or the right to work for a wage?
Fundamentally, the Civil War and emancipation extended to southern blacks a contest that in the United States began with the development of capitalism in the North.
By 1865 nearly 300,000 former slaves had worked in the lower
South in some officially sanctioned labor arrangement, the vast
majority of them for wages. Emancipation, in other words, meant
the passage of slaves “into the American working class as property-
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less, unfranchised free laborers” (p. 83). Was this freedom? The answer to that question, of course, depends on one’s point of view.
Now many points of view are easily accessible in this and other volumes of Freedom.
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